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 Cast: Pratyusha Banerjee, Jisshu Sengupta.Writer: Shujaat SaudagarDirector: Shujaat SaudagarDuration: 2h 20mRating:
16Release Date: 03 Jan 2017Studio: BIG PicturesDescription: A fiery young woman accepts help from a spy agency to avenge

her lover's murder.This subproject is one of many research subprojects utilizing the resources provided by a Center grant
funded by NIH/NCRR. The subproject and investigator (PI) may have received primary funding from another NIH source, and
thus could be represented in other CRISP entries. The institution listed is for the Center, which is not necessarily the institution

for the investigator. The experiments use single molecule force measurements to observe the mechanical stability and
stoichiometry of individual T cell receptor-CD3 complexes (TCRs) on the surfaces of lipid bilayer supported live T cells. Our

current work on TCR-CD3 stoichiometry is based on force spectroscopy measurements performed on individual T cells
attached to a micropipette by optical tweezers. Due to the stochastic nature of the TCR-CD3 bond lifetime in solution, and the
instability of the TCR-CD3-lipid bilayer bond, these lifetime measurements could not be performed in a deterministic manner.
Therefore, the experiments were divided into two distinct parts. First, we determined the stability of TCR-CD3 complexes on
the surface of live Jurkat T cells, and second, we measured the stoichiometry of individual TCR-CD3 complexes. The binding
of soluble molecules to the membrane surface of T cells can produce considerable background activity and stochastic binding

events that distort data analysis and hinder data interpretation. The TCR-CD3 and CD3-lipid bilayer interactions of live Jurkat T
cells were characterized to determine the energy of individual CD3-TCR and TCR-CD3-lipid bilayer bonds and determine the

forces required to rupture these bonds. Using the above information, stoichiometry measurements were performed to determine
the stoichiometry of individual CD3-TCR and TCR-CD3-lipid bilayer bonds. The latter measurements showed that the bond

lifetime of TCR-CD3 complexes on live cells was about two hours, and that only one copy of the TCR-CD3-lipid bilayer bond
was stable. The stoichiometry measurements showed that the lifetime of CD3-TCR complexes was also about 82157476af
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